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ABSTRACT 

 
What allows unpopular judiciaries to gain the trust of the public? Some suggest 
that judicial confidence depends on procedural integrity. Others emphasize the 
importance of ideological congruence between the court and the public. This arti-
cle examines the explanatory power of these two leading hypotheses while also 
paying closer attention to the moderating effects of political and economic inclu-
sion. It finds that confidence in the judiciary is driven by normative considerations 
when inclusion is high, but by ideological proximity when inclusion is low. The 
findings highlight that institutional support does not emerge from a single causal 
path. Instead, inequalities in the economic and political structure make people 
trust institutions for different—and sometimes contrasting—reasons.  
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A core tenet of democracy is that authority cannot be justified based on tradition 
or a coercive apparatus. Democratic governments need to present their power, 

at least generally, as serving the public interest. Governments that fail to do so often 
struggle to maintain social cooperation and stability (Dalton 2007).  
       Public support is particularly important for the judiciary. Without the institu-
tional capabilities that the other branches enjoy, the judiciary relies on public sup-
port to protect its independence and force government officials to respect court deci-
sions (Staton 2010). A lack of confidence in the judiciary may also translate into 
disregard for the law (Tyler 2006) and may discourage the victims of abuses of 
power from taking their grievances to the system (Brinks 2008)—further weakening 
the rule of law and effectively disenfranchising victims. 
       How, then, do courts gain the public’s confidence? Extant research, mostly 
focusing on the U.S. judiciary, suggests two opposing views. Some scholars argue 
that support for the judiciary is determined by the integrity of its procedures 
(Gibson et al. 2017). In this view, the public trusts courts that remain politically 
unbiased and adhere to the rule of law. But others argue that support for the judici-
ary depends on whether the public agrees or disagrees with the content of the rulings 
(Bartels and Johnston 2013). This second view suggests that the public is willing to 
sacrifice some procedural integrity if it translates into more satisfying outcomes.  
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       This study assesses these two competing hypotheses in the context of Bolivia. It 
shows that both arguments have limitations, but that the arguments can ultimately 
be strengthened and reconciled. It finds that the process through which individuals 
ascribe institutional support varies according to the degree of economic and political 
marginalization they face. While procedural integrity is valued by those who face 
low levels of exclusion, marginalized individuals favor ideological congruence.  
       Procedural integrity provides clear benefits to those who are protected and 
empowered by the existing judicial framework. However, for those who are disad-
vantaged by it, procedural integrity limits their capacity to ameliorate the detrimen-
tal effects of the judicial system through political action. Indeed, dissatisfied publics 
in Latin America and elsewhere have often supported judicial reforms that sacrifice 
established norms and institutional efficacy in favor of lay participation and addi-
tional public control (Fukurai and Krooth 2010; Walker 2017). Ideologically prox-
imate courts can similarly help align judicial outcomes with public preferences. 
Those who feel disadvantaged by the legal framework may be quicker to trust courts 
that produce favorable outcomes than those that enforce established but unfavorable 
norms and procedures.  
       The prevalence of different pathways to judicial confidence should be particu-
larly evident in countries like Bolivia, where a newly reformed judiciary grapples 
with a long history of bias and deep social inequalities. Persistent debates in Bolivia 
about alternative principles of justice have called into question the fairness and 
inclusiveness of the judicial framework. Likewise, polarization around recent funda-
mental political decisions, such as constitutional amendments to presidential re-
election rules, has made the actions of the judiciary especially salient and con-
tentious. Bolivia’s case allows for the examination of the early evolution of 
institutional support as a deeply political phenomenon, as opposed to cases in which 
the overall confidence in the institution has already been established. Thus, this 
study contributes to recent efforts to identify the various sources of institutional sup-
port in young political regimes (Carlin 2017; Carlin and Singer 2011). It shows that 
inequalities in the economic and political structure cause people to trust institutions 
for contrasting reasons.  

 
TWO COMPETING HYPOTHESES 
OF JUDICIAL CONFIDENCE 
 
As is often the case in developing countries, the history of Bolivia’s judiciary has 
been marked by corruption and inefficiency. In 2007, the Inter-American Commis-
sion on Human Rights saw “influence peddling as the only way to obtain a deci-
sion” (IACHR 2007, 15). Transparency International later reported that the judici-
ary was perceived as one of the most corrupt institutions in the country (Wickberg 
2012). Many observers saw the pervasive lack of trust in the judiciary as the main 
obstacle in consolidating the rule of law (Amnesty International 2010). How can 
institutions like Bolivia’s judiciary repair their reputations and start to gain the 
public’s confidence? 
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       The democratization literature has emphasized two distinct answers to this 
question (Schedler 1997). The first one revolves around instrumental considera-
tions. It argues that people will support institutions conducive to their own self-
interest (Przeworski 1988). For example, Lake argues that institutional support 
arises when the existing relations of authority add unique value to the assets owned 
by self-interested individuals (Lake 2010, 38). In this view, institutions must accom-
modate the interests of relevant political forces to gain their support. Other scholars 
disagree, and instead put normative considerations front and center (Linz and 
Stepan 1996). They argue that support based on self-interest is necessarily fleeting 
and does not allow institutions to survive sustained underperformance (Mainwaring 
1992). In their interpretation, durable institutional support is achieved only when 
there is a generalized appreciation for the principles and norms that institutions 
materialize (Diamond 1994; Lindberg 2006). 
       These two competing schools of thought suggest different pathways to judicial 
confidence. The instrumental view argues that trust in the judiciary is tied to the 
institution’s ability to represent the preferences of citizens. Some scholars have, in 
fact, found that support for the judiciary is a function of ideological proximity 
between the citizenry and the court (Bartels and Johnston 2012; Christenson and 
Glick 2015). This view does not mean that individuals must actively track the deci-
sions of the court and update their previous beliefs accordingly. People can simply 
learn the court’s ideological leanings through partisan cues and use these heuristics 
to infer future judicial behavior. Then, according to the instrumental support 
hypothesis, people will trust ideologically proximate courts because they are more 
likely to produce favorable outcomes (Bühlmann and Kunz 2011). 
       Normative support scholars instead emphasize the role of judicial independ-
ence. They suggest that judicial confidence hinges on the procedural integrity of the 
judiciary (Caldeira and Gibson 1992). The specific content of judicial decisions is 
seen as less important than the process through which they are made. Procedures 
that ensure equality and fairness generate more confidence in the institution than 
favorable decisions. Thus, independent courts—those that can resist the influence of 
dominant political actors seeking to undermine judicial procedures—are expected 
to be particularly valued. Put differently, because judicial independence presumably 
makes the judiciary more aligned with the principles of equality and fairness, higher 
levels of independence should also be associated with higher levels of confidence in 
the institution (Salzman and Ramsey 2013).  
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JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE 
AND MARGINALIZATION 
 
Most previous scholarly work has treated judicial independence as the bedrock of 
judicial confidence (Caldeira and Gibson 1992; Gibson and Nelson 2015; but see 
Helmke and Rosenbluth 2009; Hilbink 2016). This line of research suggests that 
judiciaries gain the public’s trust by protecting the existing social order from undue 
influence. However, in contexts where the social order is routinely called into ques-
tion, adherence to the broader legal framework does not necessarily carry intrinsic 
value. The process through which courts build trust may differ from the process 
through which they maintain it. Procedural integrity might be an effective way to 
do the latter, but only after an inclusive social order has been established. In coun-
tries like Bolivia, where the overall legitimacy of the political framework is not well 
established, procedural integrity may provide no tangible benefit to those who feel 
marginalized by the status quo.  
       Judiciaries that systematically produce dissatisfying outcomes are unlikely to 
enjoy public trust regardless of whether they reach their decisions by adhering to 
established norms and procedures. Even for individuals who value the principle of 
procedural integrity, the payoff of observing it is likely to be a constant. In contrast, 
dissatisfaction with the regime’s performance does not have a set upper boundary: 
institutions can almost always do worse. Chronic underperformance may outweigh 
the benefits of meeting the normative standard of judicial independence. For exam-
ple, despite rising democratic values across the region, government underperfor-
mance in Latin America has often opened the door to political projects that seem to 
undermine democratic liberalism (Carlin et al. 2015; McCann 2015). This suggests 
that institutions do need to provide some baseline instrumental value to be recog-
nized as legitimate channels for solving political conflict. Systematic exclusion may 
push normative considerations to the back seat. 
       While the marginalized may have a normative preference for procedural 
integrity, systematic exclusion may encourage them to prioritize institutions that 
facilitate inclusion. Judicial independence plays an indeterminate role in this regard. 
Independent courts, for example, have protected and empowered disadvantaged 
groups in Costa Rica and Colombia (Wilson 2007). The Colombian Constitutional 
Court has been instrumental in enforcing the social and collective rights of women, 
LGBT groups, and people displaced by the armed conflict (Rodríguez-Garavito 
2010; Cepeda Espinosa 2005). However, independent courts do not always enhance 
the position of marginalized groups. In Chile, independent but conservative courts 
have made labor and civil law reform difficult (Hilbink 2008; Couso 2003). Simi-
larly, the strategic and ideological considerations of the Brazilian Constitutional 
Court have weakened judicial commitment to second- and third-generation rights 
(Brinks 2011; Arantes 2005; Kapiszewski 2011). Judicial independence creates 
opportunities for the marginalized, but it carries no guarantees. Independence is 
better understood as a neutral characteristic that, depending on factors like judicial 
culture, can help or hinder inclusion (Epp 1998).  
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       Marginalized groups may discount the value of judicial independence because 
it implies uncertain outcomes when inclusion is greatly needed. In contrast, ideo-
logical proximity is a stronger signal of the court’s tendency to provide favorable 
decisions. People can perceive like-minded judges as potential protectors of their 
interests. In a context of low independence, judges may not have personal commit-
ments to minority advancement but may be nonetheless responsive to external polit-
ical forces that do. Thus, favoring independence would imply renouncing an oppor-
tunity to use political coordination to ameliorate the consequences of a 
disadvantageous formal framework. This is not to say that marginalized groups will 
reward dependent courts, but simply that they may reward ideological alignment, 
even if it comes at the cost of a loss of procedural integrity. In general, I expect the 
utility of observing a normative standard like judicial independence to decrease as 
marginalization increases. 
      In contrast, the utility of an ideologically proximate court should decrease as 
marginalization decreases. Groups that enjoy the benefits of inclusion can more 
easily afford the costs of a judiciary that acts against their interests. They also have 
alternative means to influence the political system when their interests are threat-
ened. Inclusion makes an ideologically distant court less threatening. Admittedly, 
influential groups are unlikely to view ideologically proximate courts unfavorably. 
Nevertheless, I expect them to reward sympathetic courts less heavily than the 
marginalized. Unlike those facing exclusion, included groups can substitute the 
service provided by a responsive court with, for example, a more responsive legis-
lature. The value of ideologically proximate courts diminishes among included 
groups because they do not provide a unique, nonsubstitutable good. In turn, this 
implies that advantaged groups should prioritize the normative payoff provided by 
judicial independence over the smaller instrumental benefits of an ideologically 
aligned court.  

 
CASE SELECTION: BOLIVIA AND  
THE JUDICIAL ELECTIONS OF 2011 
 
In 2011, Bolivia became the first country to open its highest organ of judicial 
power—the Tribunal Supremo de Justicia (TSJ)—to popular elections (see Driscoll 
and Nelson 2012 for details). The reform was framed as an attempt to “democratize 
justice.” Its stated goal was to make the TSJ better reflect the diversity of Bolivian 
society and to combat the overbearing influence of traditionally dominant social sec-
tors. During the electoral process, each department elected one judge to serve on the 
TSJ, selecting them from a pool of candidates previously approved by Congress.  
       The adoption of judicial elections quickly became contentious. Although the 
initial intention was to keep the campaigns depoliticized and minimize partisan 
influence, political parties soon mobilized their machinery to steer public opinion in 
favor of specific candidates. The newly constituted judiciary continued to attract 
attention after the elections. The opposition repeatedly questioned the independ-
ence of the institution, while the governing MAS actively disaccredited some judges 
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and promoted others. The contentious nature of the judicial reform brought signifi-
cant amounts of public attention to the judiciary.  
       The high profile of the judicial reform facilitates an examination of how people 
confer trust on the institution. The instrumental support hypothesis relies on the 
assumption that the public is somewhat familiar with the ideological distribution of 
the court. The elections, as well as the sustained political role the court has main-
tained since then, make this assumption particularly tenable in Bolivia. The efforts 
of political parties to position judges on the ideological spectrum informed voters 
about the overall distance between themselves and the elected candidates.  
       It is important to consider that Bolivia operates under a civil law system. Codi-
fied laws and a lack of constitutional review would, in principle, make the TSJ’s ide-
ological profile less relevant than that of, say, the U.S. Supreme Court. Nevertheless, 
the TSJ has shown enough discretion to allow the ideological tendencies of its judges 
to shape issues affecting the broader population, particularly regarding ethnic and 
gender inclusion (Montaño 2016). Members of the TSJ have also played a significant 
role in the regulation of media outlets and the prosecution of government officials 
accused of abusing power (Sotomayor 2016). The electoral connection established by 
the judicial reform and the possibility of being re-elected to a position in the judiciary 
have pushed judges to maintain contact with constituents in their respective depart-
ments (Palabra del Beni 2014; Página Siete 2017). These factors have all helped famil-
iarize the public with the TSJ’s ideological configuration. 
       The Bolivian case is also useful for testing the normative support hypothesis. In 
a context of low information about the judiciary, it is possible that failure to reward 
independence would simply reflect a lack of awareness about its value or pervasive-
ness instead of a true hierarchy of preferences. The attention that civil groups and 
the opposition brought to the issue of judicial independence during the elections 
helps address this concern. Broad sectors of the Bolivian public were exposed to the 
idea of judicial independence and its value for ensuring procedural integrity. Thus, 
I can be more confident that the analyses below capture, at least to a significant 
degree, the relative weight Bolivians put on procedural integrity compared to other, 
perhaps more instrumental considerations. 
       Relatedly, the Bolivian public has received mixed signals regarding the TSJ’s 
actual degree of independence. While there was a strong sentiment among the oppo-
sition that the reform would subordinate the judiciary to President Evo Morales, 
four of the nine elected candidates had no previous ties to the MAS. The TSJ also 
showed clear independence in its internal processes for selecting the president of the 
court by deciding against the explicit desire of the MAS and by opposing some of 
Morales’s programs (Zolá 2014, 2015). This translated into a divided public opin-
ion. LAPOP data show that a quarter of the electorate disagrees with the idea that 
the judiciary lacks independence. This variation allows me to examine how per-
ceived independence affects judicial confidence.  
       I argue that marginalization moderates the importance of normative considera-
tions while bringing instrumental ones to the fore. As one of the more unequal and 
politically polarized countries in the region, Bolivia offers a good opportunity to 
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examine how the processes through which individuals confer support vary at different 
ends of the marginalization scale. If instrumental considerations become dominant 
only below a certain threshold of inclusion, then it is important to pay attention to 
cases in which widespread systematic exclusion is at play. Additionally, marginaliza-
tion in Bolivia does not neatly map to socioeconomic status. Well-off groups have 
been pushed from the political arena as the dominant MAS has strengthened its posi-
tion. The Bolivian context allows me to differentiate marginalization from socioeco-
nomic status and to treat political and economic exclusion as repeated but independ-
ent tests of the same concept. This helps identify marginalization, and not just one of 
its manifestations, as the key conditioning variable.  

 
DATA AND HYPOTHESES  
 
The empirical focus of this study is a subnational analysis of judicial support in 
Bolivia. The research utilized survey data from LAPOP’s 2014 wave. In that year, 
LAPOP implemented several questions specific to Bolivia to explore the conse-
quences of the 2011 judicial reform, but so far, these questions remain largely unex-
plored. The survey was designed to be representative of each of the departments, and 
thus provides the data needed for the following analyses. 
 
Dependent Variable 
 
The dependent variable is a survey item that asked respondents to indicate how 
much confidence they had in the TSJ, on a seven-point scale. This approach has 
been used extensively in previous work (Bühlmann and Kunz 2011). As mentioned, 
judicial confidence is an integral part of maintaining the rule of law. People who 
trust the judiciary are more likely to take their grievances to the system (Brinks 
2008) and to avoid seeking resolution through alternative means (Tyler 2003), and 
they may protect the judiciary from encroachment by other state powers (Staton 
2010). Moreover, questions worded around the concept of confidence have been 
shown to capture both normative and strategic considerations (Gibson et al. 2003). 
Thus, a focus on confidence is a useful way to compare the extent to which people 
confer support based on normative or instrumental considerations. 
 
Independent Variables: 
Ideological Distance 
 
The instrumental support hypothesis suggests that judicial confidence is conditional 
on the expected content of the court’s decisions. It argues that trust in the judiciary 
will decrease as the ideological gap between the court and the public increases. In 
particular, the instrumental support hypothesis predicts that support for the TSJ will 
decrease as ideological distance increases. 
       I operationalize ideological distance as the root of the squared difference 
between the ideology of the judge of department d and the ideology of respondent 
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k, also of department d. The ideology of k is obtained from the LAPOP item asking 
respondents to place themselves on a ten-point ideological continuum. Obtaining 
the ideology of each of the nine judges is less straightforward. To estimate it, I utilize 
a Bayesian item-response theory (IRT) approach, which has been used in the study 
of judicial politics to measure latent dimensions, such as judicial independence 

(Linzer and Staton 2015), judicial training (Driscoll and Nelson 2015), and the ide-
ology of U.S. judges (Martin and Quinn 2002).  
       The appendix provides further details about the theory and estimation proce-
dure behind the IRT model employed here. Similar to factor analysis, IRT models 
utilize categorical indicators (e.g., judicial votes) to estimate underlying dimensions 
(e.g., judges’ ideology). While these latent traits are not observable, one can make 
inferences about them by examining the likelihood of answering an indicator (i.e, 
voting) one way or the other. Thus, to fit the model, I first compiled all nonunani-
mous decisions made by the TSJ. To maximize information and precision, the 
analysis covered the period from January 2012 to February 2014. (Further details 
about the data collection procedure can be found in the appendix.) This strategy 
resulted in 87 nonunanimous votes that were analyzed through the Bayesian IRT 
model. Qualitative information was used to set the necessary informative Bayesian 
priors to address the underspeciation issue with IRT models (Jackman 2009). In 
particular, I used the three internal elections that the TSJ has had, as well as jour-
nalistic accounts of the judges’ affiliation to the MAS, to identify the likely ideolog-
ical distribution of the court (Pásara 2014).  
       To compute the final ideological distance measure, I rescaled the IRT ideology 
scores to correspond with the range of the LAPOP self-report measure. The resulting 
variable ranges from 0 to 9, with a mean of 3.1 and a standard deviation of 2.2. 
Since the IRT scores are estimated separately from the self-reported ideology meas-
ure, it is important to emphasize what different levels of ideological distance mean. 
An ideological distance of zero does not mean that judge j holds the same ideological 
position as respondent k. Instead, it means that respondent k would have higher 
levels of disagreement with any other judge in the TSJ. While this is not ideal, it still 
serves the research question equally well, since it is concerned with the relative and 
not absolute levels of ideological disagreement.1  
       Some IRT applications hinge on the verisimilitude of the sincere voting 
assumption. Bolivia’s judiciary has historically had very low levels of independence, 
so it is possible that the decisions made by TSJ judges are not a reflection of their 
own personal beliefs. However, this study does not attempt to capture true prefer-
ences. The focus is instead on observed judicial behavior and how it may be inter-
preted by the broader public. Ideology is understood as emerging from a variety of 
possible factors, including personal beliefs as well as partisan ties. The IRT ideology 
scores refer the judges’ propensity to vote one way or another, regardless of whether 
that is a result of their own views or their susceptibility to outside political pressure. 
This treatment of ideology, with an emphasis on outcomes instead of attitudes, 
accords with the arguments developed in the literature. The instrumental support 
hypothesis expects ideology to matter not because the public values specific political 
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principles but because it informs the public about the potential distance between 
their own self-interest and likely judicial outcomes (Bartels and Johnston 2013; 
Christenson and Glick 2015). 
       The operationalization used here focuses on the distance between each respon-
dent and the judge of the person’s respective district. Conversely, one could opt for 
the distance between each respondent and the median TSJ judge. The online appen-
dix replicates all the following analyses using this alternative measure and shows that 
the substantive findings remain the same. I choose to focus on the distance to the 
judge of one’s district for a few reasons. First, as table 1 shows, the partisan affilia-
tion of each judge seems to play an important role in how people perceive the TSJ. 
Likewise, people who were ideologically distant from the judge of their department 
were about 14 percent less likely to support the principle of judicial independence. 
Both findings suggest that the ideological position of individual judges weighs heav-
ily on people’s willingness to trust the TSJ.  
       Second, judges have consistently tried to keep a close connection to their con-
stituencies through clientelistic and programmatic appeals. Political parties have also 
referred to specific judges when talking about the TSJ, making it plausible for the 
public to be informed about the behavior for each judge. Furthermore, information 
criteria that measure statistical fit suggest that a focus on distance from individual 
judges captures the data-generating process more closely.  
 
Judicial Independence  
 
The normative support hypothesis suggests that judicial confidence will be higher 
when decisions are perceived as lawful and free from political coercion. Therefore, 
normative support scholars have emphasized the importance of judicial independ-
ence in building public support for the judiciary. But this expectation requires qual-
ification, at least in the case of Bolivia. According to LAPOP, only 57 percent of 
Bolivians believe that the judiciary should be independent. In fact, as anticipated by 
the opening discussion, whether independence is seen as something valuable 
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Table 1. Perceived Judicial Independence by Department and Partisan Affiliation 
 

                                                                                                                       Judiciary is  
Department                 Judge                                       MAS affiliation       independent (%) 

Cochabamba                Fidel M. Tordoya                              No                          28.7 
Santa Cruz                   Jorge Von Borries                              Yes                          26.4 
La Paz                          Maritza Suntura                                No                          25.7 
Pando                          Norka N. Mercado                           No                          24.3 
Tarija                           Antonio Campero                            Yes                          23.1 
Beni                             Gonzalo M. Hurtado                       Yes                          22.8 
Potosí                           Pastor  Segundo Mamani                 Yes                          20.2 
Chuquisaca                  Rita S. Nava                                      Yes                          17.4 
Oruro                          Rómulo Calle Mamani                      Yes                          13.6 
 



depends on the degree of marginalization people face. Those who remain unsatisfied 
with the political system and face economic hardship are about 17 percent less likely 
to support the principle of judicial independence (p < .001; see figure 1). Therefore, 
to test the normative support hypothesis, the following analyses incorporate an 
interaction term between whether independence is desired and whether it is 
observed. I expect that confidence in the judiciary will be lower for those who value 
an independent judiciary but see the TSJ as dependent.  
       An important measurement issue is that the survey question about independ-
ence refers to the judiciary and not to the TSJ in particular. Although this is not 
ideal, there are reasons to think this measure is valid. The executive and legislative 
branches may have a vested interest in influencing the decisions of a supreme court, 
but it is not clear that they have the same incentives for influencing the smaller judi-
cial organs. The concept of independence is likely to be more tightly associated with 
the higher courts. In fact, the framing the opposition adopted when seeking to dele-
gitimize the judicial reform focused primarily on the dangers of creating a submis-
sive TSJ in particular. Moreover, some—but not all—of the judges elected to the 
TSJ had strong ties to the MAS. Thus, it is possible to contrast the degree of per-
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Figure 1. Probability of Supporting Judicial Independence by Degree of 
Marginalization

Notes: Estimates from a logistic fixed effects regression controlling for years of education, political 
knowledge, partisanship, and ideological distance from the TSJ. Survey question: “Do you think 
that the judiciary should be or should not be independent from the executive in order to be more 
effective?” Marginalization is measured through factor scores of the political satisfaction and eco-
nomic well-being variables explained in the text.  
Source: The AmericasBarometer by the Latin American Public Opinion Project (LAPOP), 
www.LapopSurveys.org 



ceived independence across each of the departments and see if it varies systematically 
depending on the partisan leanings of each judge.  
       Table 1 shows the percentage of respondents for each department who thought 
the judiciary in Bolivia was independent. Except for Santa Cruz, a conservative 
department with a leftist judge, the departments where the judiciary was seen as most 
independent were also where the elected justices did not have a previous association 
with the incumbent party. This pattern suggests that the questions about independ-
ence were, to a significant degree, specifically tapping into opinions about the TSJ. 
 
Marginalization Variables  
 
I argue that the effect of ideological congruence should be most significant among 
groups that feel marginalized. For those who do not see themselves as receiving any 
benefit from the current institutional configuration, ideological congruence becomes 
a valuable way to achieve a minimum threshold of performance satisfaction, while 
considerations about the procedural elements in the TSJ become secondary. Con-
versely, those who do feel represented by other institutions in the regime can be 
expected to care less about having another venue of representation, in the form of an 
ideologically proximate judiciary, and more about an independent judiciary that 
meets the normative standard of procedural integrity. Consequently, the models pre-
sented in this analysis incorporate an interaction term to assess the explanatory power 
of the normative and strategic support hypotheses across different levels of exclusion.  
       It is not obvious how to operationalize marginalization in the Bolivian context. 
Indigenous groups, which constitute about 62 percent of the total population, have 
traditionally been excluded from the political and economic system. While these sec-
tors of the population continue to face pervasive poverty, the almost hegemonic 
regime of the MAS has brought them significant opportunities for political represen-
tation while also pushing historically dominant groups out of the political arena. 
Therefore, I incorporate economic and political marginalization as distinct variables in 
the models here, although the theoretical expectations are the same for both of them. 
Economic marginalization is operationalized through the LAPOP index of household 
services, which asks respondents about the number of assets (potable water, comput-
ers, cars, etc.) they have. Political marginalization is operationalized with a question 
asking respondents how satisfied they are with the government’s performance.2  
       Besides the predictors described above, the models control for other important 
factors. Fixed effects for each of the departments are included to account for any 
potential regional effects. Political interest and education are likely to determine the 
extent to which people pay attention to the performance of the judiciary, and there-
fore should be expected to be correlated with the effect of the main predictors in the 
model. A previous study (Driscoll and Nelson 2015) found that the rural population 
in Bolivia, usually a strong supporter of the MAS, was more likely to support the 
TSJ, making it an important control to avoid inflating the effect of the ideological 
distance variable. I also control for trust in the judiciary as a whole. This is important 
to consider to ensure that the effects observed relate to the TSJ in particular and are 
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not a consequence of broader perceptions about the justice system. The goal of this 
variable is not to explain variation but to isolate opinions about the TSJ from those 
that concern the broader justice system.  

 
RESULTS 
 
This section presents the results from the statistical tests. First, the analysis examines 
the effects of ideological congruence and procedural integrity independently of the 
levels of marginalization. The results suggest that normative and strategic consider-
ations are both important in determining the level of judicial confidence. The sub-
sequent models refine this claim by paying closer attention to the degree of eco-
nomic and political marginalization people experience. The findings suggest that 
people who feel marginalized care primarily about maximizing the potential for 
favorable institutional outcomes. Conversely, those who are not marginalized by the 
broader political and economic system reward procedural integrity.  
 
Instrumental and Normative  
Sources of  Judicial Confidence  
 
Model 1 in table 2 shows the results of a fixed effects OLS  regression comparing 
the explanatory power of the instrumental and normative support hypotheses.3 As 
expected by the former, ideological distance has a negative and significant effect on 
trust in the TSJ. In this baseline model, confidence in the TSJ decreases by about 
0.8 when ideological distance goes from the minimum to the maximum. For the 
average respondent, instrumental considerations seem to play an important role 
when conferring support to institutions.  
       Another relevant finding is that people who attributed judicial underperfor-
mance to outside political pressure were also less likely to trust the TSJ. A supple-
mentary analysis presented in the online appendix finds that the odds of seeing 
political influence as a negative trait get 20 percent bigger for a unit change in ide-
ological distance. The probability of attributing the underperformance of the judi-
ciary to political interference drops to only 5 percent when ideological distance is at 
its minimum. In other words, Bolivians seem to accept outside political pressure on 
the court as long as it results in more favorable outcomes. These findings indicate 
that confidence in the TSJ, and public support for its independence, are influenced 
significantly by strategic considerations.  
       However, model 1 also provides some evidence for the normative support 
hypothesis. Importantly, perceived independence was not found to have an inde-
pendent effect on trust in the TSJ. While for the average Bolivian, judicial independ-
ence does not appear to be a priority, some do reward it. Panel A in figure 2 presents 
the predicted levels of confidence at different values of the interaction between want-
ing judicial independence and the perceived degree of independence (DI * PI). 
Among those who value independence, the effect of perceiving the judiciary as inde-
pendent is associated with a 0.34 increase in the dependent variable. This is a smaller 
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Table 2. Normative and Instrumental Predictors of Confidence in the TSJ 
 

                                                    Model 1     Model 2     Model 3     Model 4     Model 5 

Ideological distance                       –0.08*        –0.18*        –0.16*        –0.08*        –0.08 
                                                      (0.02)         (0.04)         (0.05)         (0.03)         (0.03) 

Perceived independence (PI)           0.01            0.01            0.02          –0.10          –0.08  
                                                      (0.04)         (0.04)         (0.04)         (0.09)         (0.07) 

Political satisfaction (PS)                 0.14*          0.08*          0.14*        –0.29*          0.14* 
                                                      (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.02) 

Socioeconomic status (SES)          –0.01          –0.01          –0.01          –0.01          –0.05* 
                                                      (0.02)           (.02)         (0.03)         (0.02)         (0.02) 

Desire independence (DI)               0.03 
                                                      (0.05) 

DI * PI                                            0.14* 
                                                      (0.06) 
Ideological distance * PS                                    0.02* 
                                                                        (0.01) 
Ideological distance * SES                                                    0.02* 
                                                                                           (0.01) 
PI * PS                                                                                                    0.06* 
                                                                                                                (.03) 
PI * SES                                                                                                                    0.06* 
                                                                                                                                  (.02) 
Rural                                               0.12*          0.13*          0.12*          0.13*          0.12* 
                                                      (0.05)         (0.05)         (0.05)         (0.05)         (0.05) 

Trust in the judiciary                      0.44*          0.45*          0.45*          0.40            0.46* 
                                                      (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.02)         (0.01) 

Interest in politics                           0.12*          0.12*          0.12*          0.12*          0.12* 
                                                      (0.02)         (0.03)         (0.03)         (0.03)         (0.03) 

Political knowledge                      –0.09*        –0.09*        –0.09*        –0.09          –0.09* 
                                                      (0.03)         (0.03)         (0.03)         (0.03)         (0.03) 
Reasons for Underperformance 
Lack of judicial                             –0.26*        –0.26*        –0.26*        –0.26*        –0.26* 
professionalization                         (0.12)         (0.12)         (0.12)         (0.12)         (0.12) 

Corruption                                    –0.24*        –0.24*        –0.24*        –0.24*        –0.24* 
                                                      (0.10)         (0.10)         (0.10)         (0.10)         (0.11) 

Political influence                          –0.26*        –0.25*        –0.27*        –0.26*        –0.27* 
                                                      (0.12)         (0.12)         (0.13)         (0.13)         (0.13) 
 

N = 2,216. *p < .05. 
Notes: All models include fixed effects for departments and control for education. The reference 
category for the reasons for underperformance is Not Enough Judges.  



effect than that of ideological satisfaction (Panel B), and the model expects no effect 
for those who do not have a clear preference for independence. Nevertheless, it does 
suggest that—at least among a smaller subset of the population—Bolivians reward 
independence. Similarly, another important finding throughout the models is that 
those who saw the underperformance of the judiciary as a consequence of corruption 
and lack of professionalization were less likely to trust the TSJ than those who saw it 
as an issue of institutional capacity. These findings suggest that normative considera-
tions also play an important role in determining institutional support.  
       Overall, these preliminary results show equal support for the normative and 
instrumental support hypotheses. Both are reliable predictors of confidence in the 
TSJ. However, the rest of the models suggest a more complex story. While the 
analysis so far has suggested that both hypotheses are equally plausible, a more 
detailed investigation reveals that the explanatory power of each hypothesis is lim-
ited to the opposite ends of the marginalization spectrum. 
 
Institutional Support  
and Marginalization  
 
I now examine how marginalization conditions the effect of procedural and ideolog-
ical satisfaction. Models 2 and 3 in table 2 test the conditioning effect of marginal-
ization on ideological congruence. They interact ideological distance with political 
satisfaction and socioeconomic status, respectively. As model 1 shows, only portions 
of the Bolivian public reward judicial independence. I have posited that this varia-
tion should be explained by the degree of inclusion. The conditioning effect of sup-
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Figure 2. Predicted Judicial Confidence by Procedural and Ideological Satisfaction 



port for independence shown in model 1 should reflect the moderating effect of 
marginalization. Therefore, models 4 and 5 replace the desired independence term 
with political satisfaction and socioeconomic status. Models 2 and 3 examine how 
strategic explanations of judicial confidence vary across marginalization levels, and 
models 4 and 5 do the same for normative explanations. Figure 3 shows the esti-
mated marginal effect of ideological distance and perceived judicial independence 
on confidence in the TSJ at high and low levels of inclusion.  
       The results show that the relative importance of strategic and normative sources 
of confidence varies across levels of inclusion. Panel A in figure 3 shows the effect 
that perceived independence has on trust in the TSJ at high and low levels of polit-
ical satisfaction and socioeconomic status. As expected by the marginalization 
hypothesis, the effect varies considerably at different levels of the interaction. Per-
ceived independence is associated with more trust among the wealthy or politically 
satisfied. The results suggest that perceiving the court as independent is associated 
with about a 0.2 to 0.4 increase in judicial confidence if marginalization is low.  
       While those who benefit from the status quo appear to reward procedural 
integrity, these results contrast with the effect of perceived independence among 
marginalized groups. For those who feel politically excluded and for the poor, inde-
pendence is not associated with confidence in the judiciary. The perceived value of 
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Figure 3. Marginal Effect of Explanatory Variables at Varying Degrees of 
Marginalization

Notes: Low and high refer to the 10th and 90th percentiles of the respective variables. Point esti-
mates are plotted along their 85% (light gray), 80%, 70%, 60%, and 50% (dark gray) confidence 
intervals to adjust for potential false negatives when coefficients approach zero. The interactions 
(differences between levels of marginalization) are all significant at the 95% level.



procedural integrity seems contingent on the institutions’ ability to provide baseline 
performance satisfaction. Pervasive economic or political marginalization prevents 
courts from gaining the confidence of the public, even if they appear to adhere to 
the principle of independence. 
       The effect of ideological distance is also strongly moderated by the degree of 
marginalization (figure 3, panel B). When political satisfaction is lowest, the effect 
of ideological distance in model 1 doubles to –0.18 (±.04). According to model 2, 
the confidence that the average person has in the TSJ decreases by about 16 percent 
when a high degree of marginalization is coupled with ideological dissatisfaction. 
However, ideological distance is not a significant predictor for those who are already 
satisfied with the political system. A very similar moderation effect is observed in 
relation to socioeconomic status: the effect of ideological distance reduces in magni-
tude as socioeconomic status improves. Ideological distance has no discernible effect 
on support for the TSJ among the wealthy. Like the normative support hypothesis, 
the instrumental argument can explain institutional confidence only at one end of 
the marginalization scale.  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Public confidence has often been portrayed as a key element for institutional con-
solidation. However, current research continues to puzzle over what leads people to 
trust some institutions but not others. In the context of the judiciary, some scholars 
have argued that meeting the normative standard of judicial independence and pro-
cedural fairness is the most important factor, while others posit that confidence 
derives from performance satisfaction. This article has tested these two leading 
explanations. It has found conditional support for both hypotheses. The analyses 
show that people come to trust institutions for different reasons, depending on their 
perceived degree of political and economic marginalization. Normative considera-
tions play a significant role when inclusion is high, but marginalization brings per-
formance satisfaction to the forefront.  
       While the evidence for the conditioning effect of marginalization is strong in 
Bolivia, other contexts may not be as much affected by it. Traditionally, the Bolivian 
judiciary has failed to protect those unable to wield economic or political influence. 
This historical background may explain why the marginalized are skeptical of grant-
ing political independence to an underperforming judiciary. In countries like 
Colombia or Costa Rica, where the judiciary has been a source of progressive 
change, judicial independence may appear more appealing. As discussed here, inde-
pendence carries no guarantees of inclusion. However, the public may reasonably 
update its expectations based on the track record of the institution. Nevertheless, the 
case of Bolivia exemplifies the challenges institutions with a legacy of exclusion face 
in gaining the trust of the public. 
       These findings have important implications for comparative studies of judicial 
confidence and institutional support. In Latin America, the pervasive implementa-
tion of neoliberal economic orthodoxy has created increasing inequality and dissat-
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isfaction with political regimes across the region (Holzner 2010). The findings pre-
sented here suggest that in such contexts, the public will reward institutions that 
forgo procedural integrity and the rule of law if they provide satisfactory outcomes. 
This helps explain why judiciaries that perform reasonably well in terms of a legal-
normative standard fail to generate popular support (Helmke and Rosenbluth 2009; 
Tamanaha 2004). It may also help explain why populist leaders are able to gather 
enough popular support to challenge democratic practices despite an overall prefer-
ence for democratic norms. More research is necessary to see if the conditioning 
effect of marginalization extends to other institutional contexts.  
       In recent years, several Latin American countries have debated the potential 
benefits of “democratizing justice.” Some of them have adopted jury trials to try to 
promote a more participatory and transparent system of justice (Walker 2017). 
Countries like Argentina, Colombia, and Chile have also considered judicial elec-
tions as a way to buttress public support for the judiciary. For these countries, the 
case of Bolivia carries some important lessons. The evidence here suggests that judi-
cial elections can, in principle, increase the overall confidence in the judiciary, par-
ticularly among marginalized groups that lack avenues for political influence. How-
ever, the decision in Bolivia to hide partisan ties during the elections diminished the 
potential for representation by limiting the information available to voters. In the 
Bolivian case, this resulted in voters’ lacking the necessary cues to make judicial elec-
tions an effective tool to gain political representation, while still allowing clientelist 
practices to percolate through the judiciary and undermine its reputation. Democ-
ratizing justice through elections appears to necessitate its politicization. It is 
unlikely that countries will be able to gain the benefits of the former without paying 
the costs of the latter.  
       In addition, the findings highlight the importance of further comparative work 
on judicial politics. Previous studies of judicial confidence have focused largely on 
consolidated democracies that are able to provide above-average levels of inclusion. 
Given the analysis presented here, it is not a surprise that those studies have usually 
found unqualified support for the normative support hypothesis. This empirical reg-
ularity in the developed world has informed the way institutional support is concep-
tualized, often equating it to diffuse support. The Bolivian case shows that future 
work should be cautious when applying this empirically laden conceptualization to 
other contexts, particularly because the broader notion of institutional support is 
probably shaped by the idiosyncratic power distribution of each society. 
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APPENDIX: DATA COLLECTION  
OF JUDICIAL DECISIONS AND  
THE QUADRATIC/NORMAL IRT MODEL 
 
The first step in estimating the ideological position of the TSJ judges was to collect 
the relevant data. Given that hundreds of decisions were made made during the 
period examined here, manual coding was not viable. Instead, I utilized web-scrap-
ping algorithms (the Beautiful Soup library in Python) to first collect all decisions 
automatically from the TSJ website. Nonunanimous decisions follow a specific 
format that was identified using the text-mining environment developed by Feinerer 
and his colleagues (Feinerer et al. 2008). Through this procedure, I identified 89 deci-
sions that I then read to verify their relevance, and coded the dissenting judges. The 
final coding was compared to an alternative one done in Feinerer’s package in R to 
check for inconsistencies. The resulting dataset served as the input for the IRT model.  
       Following spatial theories of voting (Enelow and Hinich 1984), the IRT model 
employed here (developed in Clinton et al. 2004; Jackman 2009) assumes that each 
judge has an ideal point (ξj ) in the d -dimensional policy space ℝd. When facing a 
new decision i, judge j decides between voting for (ς i) or against it (ψi), both of 
which can be mapped into the policy space. The decision is given by standard 
Euclidean quadratic utilities,  
 

U j(ς i) = –||ξj – ς i ||
2 + ηji and U j(ψi) = –||ξj – ψi ||

2 + υji,   
where ηji and υji are normally distributed errors. When U j(ς i) > U j(ψi), judge j is pre-
dicted to vote ς i, and vote ψi otherwise. The likelihood follows the usual form for 
binary responses: 
                                             n    m 

L = ∏  ∏ πyji
ji – (1 – πji )1–yji  

                                           j=1   i=1 
 
with the utility differential, πji, defined as πji = Φ(β ‘i ξj – αj ), with j indexing judges, 
and i indexing court decisions. The β coefficient is usually interpreted as a weight 
reflecting the discriminatory power of a given voting decision, or the extent to which 
variation in ξj  is linked to changes in the response probabilities (βi = 2(ς i – ψi)/σi). 
The parameter α simply controls for the probability of a success (y = 1) regardless of 
ξj (since αj = (ς ‘i ς i – ψ’i ψi)/σi). As is conventional, the fitted model employs nonin-
formative normal priors for both of these parameters.  
       A Bayesian approach has computational and substantive advantages over the 
typical one- and two-parameter models in the frequentist tradition. In regard to esti-
mation, the Bayesian model performs well, even when the number of subjects 
(judges) is small (Clinton et al. 2004). In contrast, usual frequentist methods would 
not be well suited for this case, given their reliance on asymptotic properties, and 
difficulties in extracting information from lopsided votes (Poole and Rosenthal 
1985). In more substantive terms, the Bayesian approach allows for the incorpora-
tion of the wealth of prior knowledge that researchers usually have about judges. 
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Additionally, by being able to implement quadratic utilities, as opposed to being 
restricted to Gaussian ones, the Bayesian approach more accurately reflects the 
theory behind utility functions in the spatial voting literature. 
 

NOTES 
 
        I thank Lisa Hilbink, three anonymous reviewers, and the editors for their valuable feed-
back and suggestions. 
        1. The focus on relative instead of absolute levels of ideological disagreement forces me 
to assume that the utility people receive from ideological proximity is monotonic. However, 
I do not have theoretical reasons to expect that this would not be the case.  
        2. These two variables are uncorrelated (r = –.09). A multivariate regression showed that 
people living in rural areas and indigenous populations are economically worse off but are 
more satisfied politically. The reverse can be said about right-leaning individuals.  
        3. Ordinal logit models provided the same answers, and the distribution of the cut 
points suggests that an OLS is appropriate. A Hausman test suggested the use of fixed effects. 
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